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is the following accurate Steve

JSTOR founded in 1995 is United States based on-line system for archiving and providing access to

academicj ournals It provides full-text searchable digitized copies of over 1000 academic journals dating

back for lengthy periods of time JSTOR is an independent self-sustaining non-profit organization

It can be extraordinarily expensive in terms of both cost and space for research or university library to

maintain comprehensive collection of academic journals By digitizing extensive historical collections of

journal titles JSTOR enables libraries to out-source the storage ofthesejournals ensures their preservation and

enables authorized users to conduct full-text cross-disciplinary searches of them

JSTOR licenses all content under copyright from rights holders and gets permission from them both to digitize

the content and make the content available online Some materials available on JSTOR are not subject to

copyright

In the vast majority of instances JSTOR charges subscription fees to the libraries and universities who wish to

have access to their digitized journals In the instance of large research university this annual subscription fee

for the various collections of content offered by JSTOR can be over fifty thousand dollars Portions of the

subscription fees are shared with the journal publishers who hold the original copyrights In addition JSTOR
makes available some articles through its Publisher Sales Service program offered through participating

JSTOR publishers in which journal articles are available for individual purchase Publishers decide which

articles can be purchased and set fees for their articles JSTOR facilitates the purchase of articles from the

archives on behalf of the participating publishers


